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Reactivity and sintering kinetics of Au/TiO2(110) model catalysts:
particle size effects
Stephen C. Parkera and Charles T. Campbellb,*
aDepartment of Physics and Astronomy, Carleton College, Northfield, MN 55057, USA
bDepartment of Chemistry, University of Washington, Seattle, WA 98195-1700, USA
We review here our studies of the reactivity and sintering kinetics of model catalysts consisting of gold nanoparticles dispersed
on TiO2(110). First, the nucleation and growth of vapor-deposited gold on this surface was experimentally examined using x-ray
photoelectron spectroscopy and low energy ion scattering. Gold initially grows as two-dimensional islands up to a critical coverage,
hcr, after which 3D gold nanoparticles grow. The results at different temperatures are fitted well with a kinetic model, which
includes various energetic parameters for Au adatom migration. Oxygen was dosed onto the resulting gold nanoparticles using a
hot filament technique. The desorption energy of Oa was examined using temperature programmed desorption (TPD). The Oa is
bonded 40% more strongly to smaller (thinner) Au islands. Gaseous CO reacts rapidly with this Oa to make CO2, probably via
adsorbed CO. The reactivity of Oa with CO increases with increasing particle size, as expected based on Brønsted relations. Propene
adsorption leads to TPD peaks for three different molecularly adsorbed states on Au/TiO2(110), corresponding to propene
adsorbed on gold islands, to Ti sites on the substrate, and to the perimeter of gold islands, with adsorption energies of 40, 52 and
73 kJ/mol, respectively. Thermal sintering of the gold nanoparticles was explored using temperature-programmed low-energy ion
scattering. These sintering rates for a range of Au loadings at temperatures from 200 to 700 K were well fitted by a theoretical
model which takes into consideration the dramatic effect of particle size on metal chemical potential using a modified bond
additivity model. When extrapolated to simulate isothermal sintering at 700 K for 1 year, the resulting particle size distribution
becomes very narrow. These results question claims that the shape of particle size distributions reveal their sintering mechanisms.
They also suggest why the growth of colloidal nanoparticles in liquid solutions can result in very narrow particle size distributions.
KEY WORDS: Catalysis; gold; TiO2; sintering; nanoparticles; particle growth; selective oxidation.
1. Introduction
Gold nanoparticles supported on titania surfaces
have been extensively studied for their applications as
catalysts for low-temperature CO oxidation, selective
propene oxidation, and other catalytic and photocata-
lytic oxidation reactions [1–9]. One very important
conclusion that has arisen from these studies of gold
catalysis has been that the size and/or thickness of the
gold nanoparticles is of vital importance for the activity
and selectivity of the catalyst. For instance, there is a
notable size requirement for the gold particles in low
temperature CO oxidation catalysts, which need to be
£3 nm in diameter to be most active, and particles much
bigger than 6 nm are almost inactive in this reaction.
Experiments such as these have spawned a variety of
questions about different aspects of gold catalysis that
remain unanswered, such as why there is a ‘‘magic island
size’’ on which certain reactions can take place, or why
gold, a seemingly unreactive noble metal, should be
active for so many catalytic reactions. The pursuit of
trying to answer puzzling questions such as these has
been the focus of many theoretical and experimental
groups, and we are still striving to find many of the
answers. Much progress has been made in the past
decade on this subject, however.
Much of the research done on these systems, includ-
ing that in our own group, have addressed the reaction
mechanism or the catalytically active sites using a single-
crystal model catalyst approach. The model catalysts of
most interest here employ well-defined oxide single
crystals (or thin, ordered oxide films on metal single
crystals) as the support material, onto which a transition
metal is vapor deposited in some way [10–22]. Work in our
group in this arena, for example, has focused on the vapor
deposition of gold onto stoichiometric single-crystal
TiO2(110) surfaces [17–22]. Once the nanoparticles had
been made on the surface, a variety of characterization
spectroscopies and microscopies were then used to explore
and characterize the resulting system.
One of the interesting hurdles that still faces the
catalytic industry today is the task of trying to develop
working catalysts that resist the long term effects of
sintering. For catalysis by gold, this is a particularly
acute problem, since the particles must remain extremely
small to be active. Even though a perfect catalyst might
be prepared with just exactly the right size and thickness
of particles needed to produce the desired selectivity and
reactivity, it might then rapidly sinter and thicken into
particles that are much too big to be catalytically active.
Theoretical modeling of the sintering process for catalysts,
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to correctly extrapolate from short time-scale measure-
ments to make long-term predictions has been hampered
by a lack of an accurate kinetic description of the process.
This means that a prospective catalyst that shows promise
needs to be tested for time periods on the order of which
they expect to be used in their application (which can be
on the order of years). This is a major obstacle for the
development of new catalysts.
These questions and hurdles provide a considerable
number of opportunities for theorists and experimentalists
to attempt to gain insight into the many conundrums that
surround gold catalysis. Our group has focused on three
specific areas of research regarding gold catalysis in an
attempt to provide someperspective from amodel-catalyst
viewpoint. These three areas of experimental research,
whichwewill review in thispaper, are: (1) studiesof particle
growth kinetics during the vapor deposition of Au atoms
onto a TiO2(110) surface to make model catalysts con-
sisting of Au nanoparticles supported on TiO2(110), (2)
studies of the chemical reactivity of the resulting model
catalysts surfaces toward catalytically interesting mole-
cules during adsorption and titration reactions of adsorbed
catalytic intermediates, and (3) studies of the thermal
stabilityof theseAunanoparticles on theTiO2(110) surface
and their sintering kinetics. In this study of sintering
kinetics, we also developed a new method for probing
sintering kinetics, temperature-programmed low-energy
ion scattering (TP-LEIS),which is unique in that it allows a
large range of apparent activation energies involved in
long-term sintering to be conveniently probed in a single
short-term experiment.
In order to extrapolate these measurements of
short-term sintering kinetics to make predictions of
the long-term sintering behavior of Au/TiO2 catalysts,
we developed a new kinetic model for sintering based
on an atomistic mechanism (Ostwald ripening), which
will also be reviewed here. Our results indicate that
this new model is more accurate than previous atom-
istic models for sintering kinetics, and is the only
model that fits experimental data over a wide tem-
perature range using physically reasonable kinetic
parameters [22]. This model predicts that, in the size
range of interest in gold catalysis, long-term sintering
leads to a strong focusing of the particle size distri-
bution. This calls into question a classical method for
determining sintering mechanisms based only upon the
shape of the resulting particle size distributions. Our
new model also offers an explanation for the particle-
size focusing (decrease in the relative width of the
particle size distribution) which is often observed during
liquid-phase synthesis of colloidal nanoparticles.
2. Experiment
All of the experiments outlined in this work have
been performed in a Leybold–Heraeus ultrahigh
vacuum (UHV) system described in much more detail
elsewhere [17,18]. Briefly, the system has two chambers
with a base pressure of 2 · 10)10 mbar with capabilities
of x-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS), low energy
ion scattering (LEIS), low energy electron diffraction
(LEED), and temperature programmed desorption
(TPD). A polished TiO2(110) crystal (Commercial
Crystal Laboratories) is mounted on a Ta plate and can
be resistively heated and cooled with liquid N2, such that
temperatures from 150 to1000 K can be obtained.
Temperature is monitored by a chromel/alumel ther-
mocouple glued directly to the crystal.
The stoichiometric TiO2 (100) surface was prepared
using standard preparation recipes [17,18]. Briefly, the
surface is cleaned with a 1.0 keV argon (2 · 10)5 mbar)
ion sputter and subsequently annealed in a partial
pressure of O2 (3 · 10)6 mbar) for 10 min at 873 K.
The sample is then allowed to cool in the same partial
pressure of O2 to 373 K. This recipe results in a well
ordered LEED pattern. The oxygen (as well as other
gases used in experiments) could be dosed onto the
surface using a directed doser, with the nozzle of the
tube located very near the crystal.
Gold was deposited onto the surface using a resistively
heated Ta boat that was coated with a high temperature
ceramic glue to prevent the gold fromwetting the boat and
breaking the contacts [17]. XPSwas used as a quantitative
measure for how much gold had been deposited on the
surface, while LEIS was used to quantitatively determine
how much of the surface was covered by at least one
atomic layer thick gold (or a so-called ‘‘Au area frac-
tion’’). The area fraction of the surface covered by gold
could be monitored as a function of temperature during a
linear ramp using temperature programmed low energy
ion scattering (TP-LEIS) [22].
3. Results and discussion
3.1. Growth kinetics of Au nanoparticles on TiO2(110)
First, we characterize the growth of vapor-deposited
gold on a TiO2(110) surface. Since gold-gold bonds are
much more favorable than gold-oxide bonds, one might
expect the growth mode to be a Volmer–Weber type,
where three dimensional islands are formed from the
onset of growth. We have found that this is not the case
but instead, the initial growth is kinetically limited at
room temperatures and below to just two dimensional
islands. Only after a certain critical coverage of gold has
been deposited onto the surface does the growth proceed
into the third dimension [17].
By experimentally measuring both XPS and LEIS as
small amounts of gold are deposited onto the substrate,
we can obtain information about the resultant structure
of the gold on the surface. Figure 1 shows the results of
growth experiments that were performed at three dif-
ferent substrate temperatures (153 K, 213 K, and
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293 K) [17]. The area fraction of the surface covered by
at least one layer of Au (as measured by LEIS) is plotted
on the vertical axis, while the total amount of Au that
has been deposited onto the surface (as measured by
XPS) is plotted on the horizontal axis. The units on each
axis are monolayers (ML), where 1 ML is defined as the
packing density of an Au(111) plane, 1.39·1015 atoms/cm2,
which is equivalent to an effective thickness of 2.35 Å at the
density of bulk gold. Although a combination of XPS and
LEIS do not give information about individual islands on
the surface, these techniques combine to give information
on a more global scale about the average thickness of the
gold islands on the surface. We use this feature to our
advantage, since the combination of these techniques allows
us to sample large areas of the surface without needing to
worry about the issues of proper sampling faced in
microscopy.
As seen in figure 1, during the initial stages of growth
at all three temperatures, the growth follows a straight
line with a slope of 1.0. A slope of 1.0 on this graph
corresponds to a layer by layer growth mode, since every
deposited gold atom covers part of the TiO2 substrate.
As more and more Au is deposited, though, a transition
from 2D growth to 3D growth is seen to occur and can
be recognized by a change in the slope of the line. The
critical point at which the growth changes from the 2D
mode to the 3D mode is called the critical coverage (hcr).
As can be further seen in figure 1, the critical coverage is
found to be a function of the temperature of the sub-
strate. The critical coverage ranges from 0.086 ML at
293 K to 0.19 ML at 153 K. Thus, as the temperature of
the substrates decreases, the critical coverage is found to
increase.
The dependence of the critical coverage on other
experimental parameters was also explored. For
instance, it was found when the Au deposition rate was
varied over almost two orders of magnitude, the critical
coverage was independent of the vapor flux and
remained constant. Furthermore, when TiO2 surfaces
were specially prepared with extra defects (either by
creating annealed-induced defects or sputter-induced
defects), a higher critical coverage resulted as compared
to a non-defected surface [17].
These experimental results were modeled using
kinetic models discussed in depth elsewhere [17]. As
gold is deposited onto the surface, the adatoms diffuse
around on the substrate until they bump into other
adatoms also diffusing on the surface. Once enough
atoms come together to form a stable nucleus, this site
becomes a nucleation point for an island on the surface
(probably at a defect). We assume that the dimer is
more stable than two monomers (critical nucleus
size = one). The nucleation stage occurs quite rapidly
at the onset of the growth, and a saturation number
density of islands is quickly reached. Other gold ada-
toms diffusing on the surface are now much more likely
to encounter an already nucleated island than another
diffusing adatom, so the growth proceeds by addition
of these diffusing adatom to the edges of the existing
islands. Once the 2D islands have grown to a certain
critical area, the growth of the island in the third
dimension is allowed and as a consequence, the growth
in the lateral dimension is greatly suppressed. This
critical area occurs when two diffusing adatoms meet
on the top of a gold island, and thereby nucleating a
second layer island on top of this two dimensional
island. Once this stable nucleus is present on top of the
island, other adatoms that happen to be on top of the
island (such as gold atoms that land on top of the
island) are now much more likely to attach to this spot
in the second layer instead of downstepping, and the
growth in the third dimension begins.
This kinetic model can be used to predict a critical
coverage as a function of the saturation number density of
islands (N) on the surface and the critical island area (Acr)
[17]. Although neither of these quantities are directly
measured using XPS or LEIS, their product is the critical
coverage which we do measure (hcr = N * Acr) on our
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Figure 1. The area fraction of Au islands on TiO2(110) as a function
of total Au coverage for Au deposition at 0.3 ML/min at three
different substrate temperatures: (a) 153 K, (b) 213 K, and (c) 293 K.
Area fractions are determined from the integrated LEIS Au signal and
the coverages are calculated from the vapor flux determined by XPS.
The slope of the solid line in the low-coverage layer-by-layer region is
1, representing adatoms adding to the edges of two-dimensional
islands with a probability of 1. The solid line fit beyond the layer-by-
layer represents that an adatom landing on the surface has a fixed
probability of ending up in the first layer. The intersection of these two
lines is taken as the critical coverage (hcr). hcr is shown to increase with
decreasing temperature. From [17 ].
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surface. In this kinetic model [17], it was found thatN and









where F is the incoming vapor flux of Au, Do is the
diffusion constant of the gold on the substrate, p is the
probability of a gold atom ‘‘down-stepping’’ from the
top of an island to the first layer, D1 is the diffusion
constant of gold adatoms on top of gold islands, and a is
the lattice constant. The two diffusion constants and the
probability of down-stepping have temperature depen-
dences which are introduced in a Arrhenius-like way.
When these two quantities are multiplied together, we






This result predicts that the critical coverage we measure
in our experiment should not depend on the flux but
should vary with temperature, since p, D1, and Do all
have associated temperature dependences. Furthermore,
on surfaces with a number of defects present, the dif-
fusion constant of gold on the substrate will be effec-
tively reduced, since gold adatoms will get ‘‘trapped’’ at
these defects for longer periods of time (due to the
stronger bonding at these sites). This also fits our
experimental data, since a smaller Do will yield a higher
hcr.
As can be seen, good qualitative agreement between
kinetic modeling and experimental data was found. We
also further explored the temperature dependence of
the critical coverage by making an Arrhenius plot of
the critical coverage vs. the inverse of the temperature.
This resulted in a slope of 260 K ± 20 K, which cor-
responds to a negative apparent activation energy of
)2.2 kJ/mol [17]. Depending on the role of defects on
the substrate and the size of the barrier for downstep-
ping at the edge of the island (the so-called ‘‘Schwoe-
bel’’ barrier), this apparent activation energy relates the
diffusion energies of gold on the islands to gold on the
substrate. Defects play a crucial role in this analysis.
3.2. Chemical reactivity studies of Au/TiO2(110)
As a result of the growth kinetics experiments out-
lined above, we can deposit various known amounts of
gold onto the TiO2 surface, such that the resulting
particles are of well-defined thicknesses. Thus, the
average particle thickness can be characterized by XPS
and LEIS measurements of the grown islands once they
have been deposited onto the substrate.
We used a hot filament technique [23,24] to help
dissociate O2 gas and deposit oxygen adatoms (Oa) on
the gold islands [18,19], since dissociative adsorption of
O2 has not been found to occur on bulk gold [23]. Any
oxygen that does dissociatively adsorb on the surface
even at high pressures of O2 would be rapidly cleaned
away by low level impurities in the chamber and hard to
detect [19]. The dissociation of O2 may be the rate-lim-
iting step of catalytically interesting oxidation reactions
such as CO oxidation on nano-Au.
After dosing O2 at 2 · 10)5 mbar for 120 min using
the hot filament technique, it was found that 35% of the
gold island area was covered with Oa, regardless of the
thickness of the gold [18, 19]. This could be verified by
examining the attenuation of Au LEIS signal by these
adsorbed oxygen adatoms. Control experiments showed
that LEIS measurement resulted in little to no removal
of the adsorbed oxygen adatoms. We define 1 ML of Oa
coverage to be equal to the amount of oxygen needed to
completely cover the gold LEIS signal for the gold
islands on the substrate (which corresponds to
1.5 · 1015 oxygen adatoms per cm2) [19].
Figure 2 shows TPD spectra from the associative
desorption of O adatoms as O2 gas from gold islands of
varying average thicknesses [19]. Note that a higher
fraction of the TiO2 surface is covered by gold islands
when their average island thickness is >6 layers com-
pared to islands of average thickness of 1.3 layers. This
is why the TPD peaks are larger for the higher island
thicknesses. This result is expected and is only an arti-
fact of our surface preparation technique. What is more
Figure 2. O2 TPD curves for 0.35 ML of oxygen adatoms on Au
islands of different average thicknesses in atomic layers. These islands
covered the following fractions of the TiO2(110) surface: 14% (1.3
layers), 28% (2.0 layers), 43% (2.9 layers), 60% (>6 layers). From [19 ].
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important to see on this figure is how the temperature of
desorption changes due to the varying thicknesses of
gold. At an average gold island thickness of 1.3 layers,
O2 desorbs at 740 K. When the gold islands are an
average thickness >6 layers, O2 desorbs at 545 K. This
is not due to changes in the initial local oxygen coverage
on the Au islands, which was almost the same in all
these TPD spectra (as proven by the attenuation of the
Au LEIS signal by the oxygen adatoms) [19].
Since the desorption temperature of the O2 from the
thinner islands is 40% higher than that for the thicker
islands, we conclude that the Oa is 40% more strongly
bound to the thinner islands. From Brønsted relation-
ships, a larger binding energy for oxygen adatoms
indicates a lower activation energy for dissociative
adsorption. This means that the thinner gold particles
will be more active in dissociatively adsorbing O2, which
in turn could result in reactivity for oxidation catalysis.
We have also performed CO titration experiments on
these surfaces with preadsorbed Oa [19]. Figure 3 shows
titration curves, where the coverage of oxygen on the
surface is measured as a function of time while a con-
stant background of CO is introduced into the chamber.
Experimental data is shown for two different thicknesses
of gold islands. When thicker gold islands were grown
on the surface, they behaved very nearly the same as the
2.2-layer islands, so higher coverage data is not shown.
Also plotted on the graph are theoretical fits to the data,
assuming a first order-reaction rate in oxygen coverage.
A first-order rate constant, k, is defined examining the
time dependence of the oxygen coverage (ho). Specifi-
cally, fitting an equation of the form dho/dt = )k ho will
yield the rate constant. As can be seen, the reaction rates
are well fitted with this first-order model. The value for
the rate constant for 1.2-layer islands was found to be
0.0010 s)1 while for 2.2-layer islands it was 0.0023 s)1,
proving that Oa is less reactive on the smaller gold
particles, where it is more strongly adsorbed. Thus the
association reaction (COa + Oa fi CO2,g) gets faster as
the oxygen adsorption strength decreases, again as
expected from Brønsted relations. Furthermore, we also
varied the CO pressure in the chamber and measured the
resulting rate constant. A plot of the ln k versus the ln
PCO yields a straight line with a slope of 1.1 +/) 0.1,
which indicates that the production is first-order in CO
pressure at these low CO pressures and moderate-to-
high Oa coverages. Note that at these temperatures and
CO pressures, the coverage of COa on the gold particles
is expected to be first-order in CO pressure. Interest-
ingly, the CO reaction order in quasi-steady-state CO
oxidation catalysis at higher CO pressures was found to
be much smaller (from 0.05 to 0.4) [25,26], which sug-
gests that oxygen adsorption is the most rate-limiting
step in the net catalytic reaction at those higher pres-
sures (i.e., has the largest degree of rate control). Note
that the rate per CO collision with the surface is much,
much higher here in our experiments than it is at those
more realistic catalytic reaction conditions. This lower
rate per CO collision at higher CO pressures proves that
the Oa coverage on the gold surfaces was much lower
there.
Figure 3 also shows that any Oa that is present on the
gold surface is rapidly titrated away even in this small
CO partial pressure with a time constant of 10 min.
This highlights the high reactivity of Oa on Au surfaces,
which arises from the weak O-Au bonding. For islands
of 2 atom thickness, the rate increases slowly with
temperature, with an apparent activation energy of
11 kJ/mol, and shows a first-order rate in CO pressure
and oxygen coverage, similar to bulk Au(110) [19].
To summarize, oxygen adatoms bond more strongly
to smaller Au particles, which should decrease the bar-
rier for dissociative O2 adsorption. This stronger
bonding of O adatoms to smaller particles makes them
less reactive with CO, but that step is extremely fast and
so is not the rate-determining step in real catalysis. If the
rate-determining step is dissociative O2 adsorption, then
the smaller particles will be more catalytically active.
We have also examined the adsorption of propene
(CH3CH=CH2) on the Au/TiO2(110) surface, to
produce possible adsorbed intermediates in selective
propene oxidation over Au/TiO2 [2]. When a clean
TiO2(110) surface at 120 K is exposed to propene doses
of 0.001 L–0.01 L (uncorrected for the directed doser’s
enhancement factor), TPD showed that molecular
Figure 3. Titration curves of the oxygen coverage versus time upon
exposure of oxygen adatoms preadsorbed on Au nanoparticles on
TiO2(110) to CO gas. The half-life of Oa on the 1 atom thick (2D)
islands is approximately twice that on the 2-atom thick (3D) islands.
From [19 ].
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propene desorbs from the surface at temperatures of
188 K and 180 K, respectively [20]. Using a first-order
Redhead analysis [27] and the heating rate of 5 K s)1,
the activation energy for propene desorption was cal-
culated to be 47 kJ/mol in the limit of zero coverage,
assuming a prefactor of 1013 s)1 [20]. More recent results
show that the prefactor for propene desorption should
be 1015 s)1 instead [28,29], which would increase this
activation energy to 52 kJ/mol. This is a more accurate
estimate. The slope versus coverage was found to be
)2.8 (kJ/mol)/ML [20], due to repulsive interactions
between propene molecules on the surface.
As gold is deposited onto the surface, two new
desorption peaks become apparent after dosing propene
onto the surface [20]. Figure 4 shows a typical TPD
resulting from a surface that is 16% covered by 1.5 ML
thick gold islands after varying doses of propene (from
0.001 L to 0.01 L). The peak due to propene adsorbed
molecularly on 5-fold coordinate Ti sites of the TiO2
surface, mentioned above, desorbs in a peak from 155 K
to 210 K. The two additional peaks not seen on a clean
TiO2 surface are a low temperature peak from 125 K to
155 K and a high temperature peak at 210 K–295 K.
Based on LEIS results, these were attributed to propene
molecularly adsorbed on the top of Au islands and on
the edges of Au islands (also bonded to Ti sites),
respectively [20]. The adsorption energies for propene
were estimated to be 40 and 73 kJ/mol, respectively,
using the mean TPD peak temperatures as above. Note,
however, that the 210 K–295 K peak shifted to higher
temperature with decreasing Au particle size, indicating
that smaller particles bind propene more strongly at
their edges [20]. Furthermore, it was seen that at the
lowest propene coverages, the desorption peak for
propene on pure TiO2 sites was not populated, which
proves that adsorbed propene is mobile at these
temperatures and moves to the more stable adsorption
sites at the edges of the gold islands [20].
3.3. Sintering kinetics and applications to Au/TiO2(110)
Sintering is a major mode of deactivation for many
catalysts, especially for late transition metal particles
dispersed on oxides or other supports. These catalysts
sinter or ripen with time on-stream, starting from a
collection of many small, highly dispersed particles and
eventually converting to their thermodynamically-pre-
ferred state: fewer, larger particles [30–33]. The thermal
stability of Au nanoparticles on TiO2(110) has been the
subject of considerable study, mainly by STM [33–40],
because of the importance of this system as a model
catalyst and because sintering is a real impediment to
the industrial application of Au/TiO2 catalysts. It was
concluded that sintering occurs mainly by the Ostwald
ripening mechanism [33–35], although particle diffusion/
coalescence also occurs, and may even dominate in some
conditions [34, 36–38]. In catalyst systems like this
where the metal-area-normalized activity decreases
strongly with particle size in the 3–6 nm range, sintering
leads to even more dramatic deactivation than in more
typical systems where the area-normalized activity
remains nearly constant.
Currently there is no reliable way of predicting the
sintering kinetics, so any newly developed catalyst must
be tested for the total duration of its required lifetime,
often on the order of one year. Development of new
catalyst materials could be accelerated dramatically if
there were a kinetic model, which could accurately
predict long-term sintering based on short-term kinetic
measurements.
We recently derived an improved kinetic model for
sintering of supported metal nanoparticles [22]. It
follows the pioneering model of Wynblatt and
Gjostein (WG) [30], but removes two assumptions that
create dramatic errors in sintering rates for particles
smaller than 6 nm in diameter, including: (1) use of
the Gibbs–Thomson (GT) relation assuming that the
surface free energy of metal particles is independent of
size, and (2) neglect of all but the first-order terms in a
Taylor series expansion. Recent microcalorimetry
measurements have shown these assumptions to be
untrue in that metal particles smaller than 6 nm have
much higher surface free energies than large particles.
A modified bond-additivity (MBA) model more
accurately estimates particle energy versus size [21].
This estimate was incorporated into our new kinetic
model [22]. We review below results which show that
this model can accurately reproduce the measured
short-term sintering kinetics of Au particles on
 TPD: propene /Au/TiO2(110)
 1.5 ML thick islands
                        covering 16%
T (K)

























Au / Ti 
Ti
Figure 4. TPD spectra, at 5 K/s, of propene adsorbed on TiO2(110)
with Au islands of average thickness 1.5 atomic layers covering 16%
of the surface at 120 K. ‘‘Au’’: peaks at 125–155 K, due to propene
adsorption on the tops of gold islands. ‘‘Ti’’: peaks at 155–210 K, due
to adsorption on the TiO2(110). ‘‘Au/Ti’’: peaks at 210–295 K, due to
propene adsorbed at the edges of gold islands. From [20 ].
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TiO2(110) at different loadings, and use this model to
predict sintering after long times (1 year) [22]. This
long-time behavior shows the dramatic effects of this
improvement in the kinetic model upon both the
resulting average particle size and their size distribu-
tion.
By combining a linear temperature ramp with simulta-
neousmeasurement of theLEIS peaks (TP-LEIS),we have
examined the kinetics of sintering over short (5 min) time
periods but in way that conveniently samples a large range
of activation energies, in an attempt to learn more about
long term sintering under isothermal conditions [22].
Figure 5 shows TP-LEIS experimental data for thermal
sintering of Au on TiO2(110) for three different initial
coverages of gold. As can be seen, the area fraction of the
surface covered by gold slowly decreases for all three
loadings as the particles sinter and uncover the TiO2
surface. Furthermore, the sintering is seen to occur with a
similar apparent rate over this full, very broad range of
temperatures. We performed control experiments wherein
Au/TiO2(110) was exposed to the same ion beam flux for
the total time as used in these TP-LEIS experiments, but
without heating. The negligible loss of Au LEIS signal
proved that its removal by sputtering is much slower than
by sintering.
Standard rate-equation methods of modeling this
behavior do a very poor job reproducing this extremely
broad temperature dependence. The solid lines in figure 5,
though, are the results of a theoretical model outlined
below, which includes a different model for particle
energetics for nanometer sized particles based on mea-
surements from single crystal microcalorimetry done in
our group [21]. These energetics are quite different from
the energetics that standard models in the past have used
for kinetic predictions, and we find that they can be used
to fit our data rather well [22].
Microcalorimetry measurements from Pb on
MgO(100) [21] have shown that the surface free energy
of small particles increases much more dramatically with
decreasing size than predicted by a Gibbs–Thomson
(GT) relation. The GT relation states that the chemical
potential of a metal atom in a particle of radius R, l(R),
differs from that of an atom in the bulk, l(1), by
l Rð Þ  l 1ð Þ ¼ 2cX
R
where c is the surface free energy of the metal and W is
the atomic volume of the metal. By using a modified
pairwise bond additivity (MBA) model, we could better
reproduce the dramatically different energetics seen in
the calorimetry experiments for the catalytically inter-
esting nanometer-scale sized fcc metal particles [21].
Previous atomistic models of sintering kinetics, such as
the work by Wynblatt and Gjostein [30], used the GT
relation in their work.
Our new model is a modification of the Wynblatt/
Gjostein model based on the ‘‘Ostwald ripening’’
mechanism [30]. Ostwald ripening is a process whereby
the larger islands grow larger while the smaller islands
grow smaller, due to the movement of individual atoms
that leave one island and then join another. Since the
larger islands are more stable due to the stronger
bonding of the atom to those islands, there will be a
gradual increase of the average island size on the
surface. Specifically, we modified the ‘‘interface-con-
trolled’’ limit of the Wynblatt-Gjostein model [30], in
which the rate of change of a radius of a particle on the
surface is rate limited by the attachment/detachment
process at the edge of the island. In the original Wyn-
blatt–Gjostein model, the authors took a Taylor series
expansion of exp[)2cW/(RkT)] in calculating this rate of
change, and kept only the first term of the expansion
[30]. We have found that this creates dramatic errors in
the sintering rates for particles of nanoscale sizes.
Without using this truncated Taylor expansion, the rate








































Figure 5. A comparison of experimental TP-LEIS data (at 1 K/s) for
Au particles on TiO2(110) with the MBA and GT Ostwald ripening
kinetic simulations. The Au coverages are in units of ML, where 1 ML
is defined as the Au(111) packing density, 1.39· 1015 atoms/cm2. The
best-fit parameters were, from the bottom curve up:
0.13 ML: initial <R> = 0.45 nm, FWHM = 0.20 nm, vp = 4·
1012sec)1, Etot = 327 kJ/mol (MBA) and 240 kJ/mol (GT).
0.39ML: <R> = 0.64 nm, FWHM = 0.60 nm, vp = 4· 1012sec)1,
Etot = 287 kJ/mol (MBA) and 220 kJ/mol (GT).
0.75ML: <R> = 0.75 nm, FWHM = 1.15 nm, vp = 4· 1012sec)1,
Etot = 263 kJ/mol (MBA) and 210 kJ/mol (GT). From [22 ].
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where k is Boltzmann’s constant and T is the tempera-
ture. The other variables in this equation are described
in more detail below.
Here, E(R) (and E(R*)) are the chemical potential
difference between an atom in aparticle of radiusR (orR*)
and that of an atom in a particle of infinite radius.R* is the
inverse of the average of 1/R for all the particles.R* can be
thought of as the dividing line between whether or not an
island will tend to grow larger or begin to sinter away.
Furthermore, once the smaller islands on the surface have
sintered away, R* will slowly become larger, therefore
allowing the sintering process to continue, since a new set
of islands will now exist below this threshold. It is these
E(R) values that are obtained using the MBA model that
are very different from the E(R) values from a GTmodel.
Etot is a collection of energetic parameters for the gold on
the surface, such that Etot = DHsub)Ead
s +H sm. These
energies are the bulk sublimation energy, the adsorption
energy of a monomer on the support, and the activation
energy for diffusion of a monomer on the support,
respectively.K is a constant which depends on the contact
angle of the particle on the surface (h), the prefactor for
diffusion along the edge of the particle (mp), the metal’s
lattice constant (a), and the solidmetal’s volume per atom
(W), such that:
K ¼ 2mpX sin h
a 2 - 3cosh + cos3h
 
.
By scaling the energies by the metal-metal bond
strength and scaling their effective radii by W1/3, we can
extrapolate our MBA energetics from Pb/MgO to other
fcc metals for which calorimetric data does not exist [22].
In this way, we calculate what we expect to be a more
accurate representation for E(R) for these nanoscale
particles, such that we can now accurately model the
sintering of the Au/TiO2 system.
We have used the MBA energetics for Au/TiO2 to
reproduce the large temperature range of sintering
seen in TP-LEIS experiments [22]. A program which
propagates an initial Gaussian distribution of islands
using finite time differences methods was written to
compare with the experimental data. To simulate a
TP-LEIS experiment, the temperature was increased
by an amount BDt in each time step Dt, where B is the
heating rate (1 K/sec) for the experimental data. For
other details, see [22]. The results of these simulations
are the solid lines in figure 5. Simulations based on
GT energetics could not be made to fit the experi-
mental data over the broad temperature range of
sintering anywhere near this well. As noted elsewhere
[22], to perform these simulations we used a smaller
average size and narrower size distribution for the
starting Au particles than implied by STM observations.
This is because we thought the STM experiments might
have missed many of the smallest particles or they might
have sintered in the period required to stabilize the STM
image. (Completing an STM image is inherently much
slower than starting a TP-LEIS ramp.). Also, this was
required to get this good fit to the TP-LEIS sintering
data. Different defect types or groups of defects also
probably stabilized differently the particles in the
experiments, which broadens the size distribution but
was not included in our model.
A very important implication of our model is that
isothermal experiments like STM cannot easily monitor
sintering kinetics of small nanoparticles because sintering
finishes so rapidly after establishing a new temperature.
This is because the effective activation energy changes so
rapidly with the extent of sintering. This is consistent with
many experimental observations that led us to propose
this model [10], and the reason that we developed TP-
LEIS to study sintering kinetics instead of doing normal
isothermal kinetics experiments.
Note that the GT model under-predicts sintering
rates compared to the better MBA model, but only if
one uses the same parameters in both models. If one
instead varies their parameters independently to fit the
short-term sintering kinetic data as we did here in fitting
the TP-LEIS data of figure 5 (which required using a
smaller combined activation energy, Etot, in the
GT model), one then sees that the GT model over-pre-
dicts the sintering rates at longer times (higher temper-
atures in TP-LEIS). This problem with the GT model is
also apparent in extrapolating isothermal sintering data
to longer long times, as we will show below.
The importance of an accurate representation of
small-particle energetics is highlighted by the long-term
simulations seen in figure 6. Here, the temperature of
the surface is not increased as in the TP-LEIS simula-
tions; rather, the temperature is held constant and the
distributions are allowed to evolve in time for periods up
to a year, as in real catalytic applications. In the left
panel of figure 6, the size distributions of islands are
simulated using the energetics of GT model, whereas in
the right panel the MBA energetics are used. The long-
term sintering of gold particles turns out to give dras-
tically different results in these two situations. After
1 year, it is seen that the average particle size is only
1.5 nm in the MBA model, whereas they are over
4.5 nm in the GT model [22]. This major difference in
the two models underlines the importance of accurately
representing the surface free energy of the gold atoms.
Using the GT model, one would conclude that the gold
particles would be inactive after one year’s time, whereas
with the MBA model, one would conclude that the gold
particles would still be very reactive. We know of no
long-term sintering data of such model systems against
which to compare these predictions. Importantly, the
presence of gases like O2, which are absent here, are
known to accelerate sintering rates [30–32], probably by
changing the barriers for monomer migration steps
when bonded to the migrating metal atoms.
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The particle size distributions in figure 6 show that
the initial Gaussian distribution broadens with time and
becomes asymmetric, with greater width on the lower-
radius side of the maximum in both models. The width
of the distribution is predicted with the MBA model to
broaden much less compared to the GT model, for the
same extent of sintering (i.e., for different times that
result in the same final average radii).
These size distributions show that there are serious
problems with the widely-used classical method for
determining the sintering mechanism based solely upon
the shape of the sintered particle size distribution.
Basically, that method claims that the distribution is
log-normal (i.e., has a sharp leading edge and a long tail
to larger sizes) if the sintering occurs by particle diffu-
sion / coalescence whereas it has a long tail to small sizes
and a sharp trailing edge when sintering occurs by
Ostwald ripening [41–43]. Clearly this is not true when
one includes the proper kinetic rate laws and particle-
size-dependent energetics. The derivation of the log-
normal distribution assumes that the probability that
two particles agglomerate is independent of their size
[41,42]. This is certainly not the case, since their diffu-
sion constant has a very strong particle-size dependence
(see below). We conclude that, in the size range below
8 nm in diameter, one cannot use the shape of the
particle size distribution to determine sintering mecha-
nisms. A recent study of sintering mechanisms and
particle size distributions using electron microscopy by
Datye et al. [44] led to a similar conclusion.
Interestingly, the results of figure 6 also have
important implications with respect to the size evolu-
tion of nanoparticles during the liquid-phase synthesis
of colloidal nanoparticles. Talapin, Rogach et al.
[45–46] developed a model based on Ostwald ripening
kinetics and the Gibbs–Thomson relation which they
used to calculate the size evolution of nanoparticles
during synthesis under reaction, diffusion, and mixed
reaction-diffusion rate control. They performed Monte
Carlo simulations of Ostwald ripening of an ensemble
of growing nanoparticles in liquid solutions. They
found conditions which lead to ‘‘focusing’’ of the
particle size distribution under mixed diffusion-reac-
tion control [45,46]. This is similar to the narrow size
distributions that evolved in figure 6. They pointed out
that this size focusing is only strong when one does
not truncate the Taylor series expansion of exp[)2cW/
(RkT)] as did Wynblatt and Gjostein [47] (see above).
This truncation is also done in the classical theories of
reaction-controlled growth of colloids such as Lif-
shitz–Slyozov–Wagner theory [45,46]. It is very
important to realize that, while removing this trunca-
tion approximation does lead to more focusing in the
size distribution, an even more dramatic size-focusing
occurs when errors in the size-dependent chemical
potential inherent to the GT model are repaired using
the MBA model for nanoparticle energetics.
The treatment of sintering kinetics by WG [30, 47, 48]
covered a number of other kinetic limits of the Ostwald-
ripening mechanism beyond the ‘‘interface-controlled’’
limit discussed above. Since the factor e{l(R)-l(¥)}/kT also
appears in those rate expressions, it is also very impor-
tant to include in them a proper treatment of the dra-
matic particle size effect on l(R) mentioned above. This
could be included in an approximate way using the
MBA model described above, and should provide a
dramatic improvement for particles smaller than 6 nm
in diameter.
It is equally important to properly treat this dramatic
















































Figure 6. Predictions by the GT model (left) and MBA model (right) of the Au particle size distributions for 0.13 ML of Au on TiO2(110) after
sintering at 700 K for different times up to 1 year. The parameters in both models were determined by fitting to the same experimental
temperature-programmed low-energy ion scattering (TP-LEIS) measurements of the initial sintering while the as-deposited Au particles were
heated from 200 K to 700 K at 1K/s (see Fig. 5). From [22 ].
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models for sintering mechanisms dominated by particle
diffusion/agglomeration instead of Ostwald ripening.
This is because the factor e{l(R)-l(¥)}/kT also appears
directly in the rate expression for sintering by that
mechanism, at least when the particle diffusion mecha-
nism requires monomer diffusion around the perimeter
of the particle [49,50]. This arises from the particle-size
dependence of the rate constant for particle diffusion









where D is a constant. It is clear from figure 3 that one
cannot neglect the particle size effect in the surface energy
(i.e., assume the surface energy is a constant) when
calculating l(R) in this equation. Since this size effect is
huge (see above) and enters in the resulting kinetic
equations in an Arrhenius-like form (i.e., exponentially),
it is a very serious error for small particle sizes. Again,
using the MBA model should provide a much better
approximation and should improve substantially any
kinetic model based on this type of equation.
4. Conclusions
Gold clusters can be prepared on TiO2(110) that are
mainly 2D or 3D. Their reactivity depends on thickness
(size). The bonding of Oa is40% stronger to Au clusters
that are only one atom thick compared to large Au par-
ticles. This Oa is very reactive inCO titration experiments,
but less reactive when more strongly bonded to the Au
(i.e., on smaller particles). Three different molecular
adsorption states were found for propene on Au/
TiO2(110) by TPD: on the tops of gold islands, at Ti sites
on the edges ofAu islands, and onTi sites inAu-free areas
on the titania. The sintering of gold particles on the
TiO2(110) surface were both experimentally measured
using TP-LEIS and theoretically modeled using a modi-
fied bond additivity model in conjunction with an Ost-
wald ripening model developed by Wynblatt and
Gjostein. The MBA model was necessary to more accu-
rately represent the energetics of nanometer sized parti-
cles, as probed by single crystal adsorption
microcalorimetry. This predicts dramatically narrower
particle size distribution after long-term sintering com-
pared to standard theories, which also suggests an
explanation for size focusing observed during liquid-
phase synthesis of colloidal nanoparticles.
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